H ello , D earest R eaders .
Going into issue two, everyone was excited. I realized this
magazine wasn’t just something to “get done” like the
rest of the mountains of work shoveled upon college students. This was something that took care, and love, and
time.
This was devotion. This was something that, everyone
working on it, cared about, and wanted to see succeed.
With issue two, we took a look at how our breakout
issue went. The reception, and the feeling we had when
finished. We wanted to recreate that in issue two.
Even though everyone involved was swamped with
work, Chaos came out as planned. This EIC spent a lot of
her time reading articles on the T, or editing while eating
to get everything done in time.
The second issue is a landmark for this little magazine. We’re moving up and expanding. In the new year
we look to print, and throw an official release party for
this wonderful magazine.
So, stay tuned and keep up with where Chaos goes in
2013. We’ve got big plans.
All the best,

M ar ia S pi r i dig l ioz z i
E ditor -I n -C hief and C o -C reator
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Local
Live

Viva la Revolución
The Future of Bamboozle
by Virginia Wrig h t

One of the most exciting times of
year has been December, when the
Bamboozle music festival starts releasing information about the upcoming concert. In middle and high
school, the first weekend in May
or last in April was a musical vacation right in between spring break
and summer. The anticipation of
finding what bands will headline
pumps up concertgoers and bands
all over the United States. The unveiling usually starts with the headliners and slowly supporting acts
are released. The lineup is finalized
just a few days before the actual
festival due to local Battles of the
Bands and break contests. The anticipation is obvious when people
start posting on Bamboozle forums
and spread rumors.
Growing up in New Jersey, the
weekends I’ve spent at Bamboozle
have consistently been some of the
most magical weekends of my life.
I have met and made friends with
other fans and bands from all over
the United States, rode on ferris
wheels while listening to live music
and gotten more sunburned than
I’d like to admit. Friends of mine
even won contests to play at the festival. Pure teenage bliss.
For over ten years, the man
behind the festival was John
D’Esposito,
more
commonly
known as John D. One thing he

specializes and takes great pride
in is varying the lineup as much
as possible. John D has been able
to snag artists like Paramore, 30
Seconds to Mars, The Gaslight Anthem, Snoop Dogg, Muse and Lil
Wayne, among others, to headline.
However, he has one rule: do not
have the same band play two years
in a row.
John D likes to repeatedly give
fans the opportunity to see a wide
variety of musicians. Over the
years, Bamboozle has morphed
into a sort of Coachella equivalent
for the less mainstream, “scene
bands”. In years past I’ve seen Boyz
2 Men, Foo Fighters, Taking Back
Sunday, Metro Station, the Fall of
Troy, My Chemical Romance, etc.
The list is overwhelmingly extensive. Sometimes there
are even D-list celebrities
like Liz from “My Life
as Liz”, the shortlived MTV show,
pink-haired drag
queen
Jeffree
Star and Chris
Crocker from
the
infamous
“Leave Britney
Alone”
YouTube video.
John D even
hypes the festival
by dropping hints

on his personal twitter account @
lincstarboss, the Bamboozle’s twitter, and Facebook. There’s a Facebook account named “Scoop” who
leaks hints regarding the lineup on
the Bamboozle forums, but only
speaks in riddles adding to the
weekend excitement.
From 2006 to 2011, Bamboozle
took place at the Meadowlands
parking lot outside of Giant Stadium in New Jersey. But, this past
year, the music festival symbolically returned to its birthplace and
one of Jersey’s most famous beach
towns, Asbury Park, where star
acts like Bon Jovi, Bruce Springs t e e n
a n d
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The Gaslight Anthem got their big
breaks.
The move to Asbury had many
concertgoers skeptical, but John
D promised big surprises for all.
Last year marked one of the most
diverse lineups Bamboozle has ever
known. Artists all over the music
spectrum from brostep pioneer
Skrillex to metal act My Children
McBride, from James McCartney
to crowd favorites like Motion City
Soundtrack and a farewell show
from emo-staple act Armor for
Sleep. Even performance artist David Garibaldi, who appeared on the
seventh season of “America’s Got
Talent”, performed on stage.
Before The Bamboozle was
around, there was Skate and Surf:
a music and skating festival. This
concert catered to a more punk
crowd with bands like Anti-Flag,
Taking Back Sunday, Fall Out Boy,
and Say Anything. John D left the
Bamboozle because too much of it
was owned by Live Nation. A few
weeks ago, he announced Skate and
Surf would return in 2013. John
D’s new project, GameChanger,
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will be partnering with the music
festival and booking company, The
Power Kingdom, to create a new
and unique festival for New Jersey.
Skate and Surf will offer places
for concertgoers to skate, play video games and watch their favorite
bands live. John D has a knack for
getting artists to reunite, like The
Receiving End of Sirens, Armor for
Sleep, and the Starting Line; so it’s
up in the air who will headline. He’s
already hinted at booking New
Found Glory, Forever the Sickest Kids, someone from YMCMB,
Finch, The Format, Steel Train,
Brand New, Envy On the Coast and
even Midtown.
On the 24th of November at
3am, the Skate and Surf Facebook
released that the festival will return
on May 18th and 19th to iPlay
American located in Freehold,
New Jersey. Fans are still speculating that the concert will take place
in either Asbury Park or the PNC
Bank Arts Center. John D said repeatedly big news will come around
Thanksgiving and he delivered; and
even bigger news will be released

on January 28th. It’s sad to think
of how The Bamboozle festival will
continue without John D’Esposito.
He has put so much heart and soul
into making fans happy and I’m
personally very glad the he has not
given up putting together concerts
and shows.
On October 26th, the Asbury Park Press announced Bamboozle would not return to the
beach town. A spokes-person for
Live Nation was quoted that they
“haven’t even made final plans for
Bamboozle ‘13” which is a little
frightening because by this time
last year, D’Esposito was working
hard to secure his headliners.
As a long time frequenter of
the Bamboozle music festival (I’ve
been every year for the past six
years), everything is exciting news.
I loved the idea of having a concert
on the boardwalk and beach, but
felt that Bamboozle was not the
right choice. Something smaller
with more underground acts would
have been more appropriate and it
seems that Skate & Surf is doing
just that.

Where
are they

I N T H I S I S S UE

now?
Passion Pit

by jasminne Young

In 2007, Berklee College of
Music student Ian Hultquist (keyboard and guitar) approached
Emerson College’s Michael Angelakos (lead vocals and keyboard) about creating a band after seeing Angelakos perform live
at a local venue. Together, with
the aid of fellow Berklee students
Xander Singh (synthesizer), Jeff
Apruzzese (bass), and Nate Donmoyer (drums), the five joined to
create the group now known as
Passion Pit. For the next year, the
band wrote songs and performed
in local coffee shops and small
concert venues around the city of
Boston, Massachusetts.
After about a year of working together to ultimately create
their signature sound of smooth
electro-pop, the band signed to
Frenchkiss Records in May 2008.
From there, they recorded their
first EP, Chunk of Change, which
was full of soft synth chords and
melodic beats. After the EP went
viral due to Myspace, the band

Passion Pit
Dinosaur Jr
Have Heart

was given the opportunity to
write and record their first fulllength studio album, Manners.
During this time, Passion Pit also
became known for their electropop remixes of popular songs
such as “Heads Will Roll” by the
Yeah Yeah Yeahs and the Beastie
Boys’ “Make Some Noise.”
Passion Pit gained most of
their fame in 2009 after their hit
single “Moth’s Wings” was featured
on CW’s television show Gossip
Girl and in the film Life As We
Know It. Since then, the band
has recorded their second album
(Gossamer), toured internationally with artists such as Muse, and
has performed at concert festivals
like Made In America.

Although most fans are attracted to the electronically upbeat tempos and Angelakos’ falsetto riffs, others also appreciate
Passion Pit’s music through the
unexpectedly emotional lyrics. In
Manners, there is an uplifting undertone where the lyrics tell the
audience that despite all struggles,
everything will be okay. Gossamer, which is lyrically darker
than many realize, verbalizes the
band’s emotional struggles with
topics such as depression and drug
abuse. In this aspect, Passion Pit is
able to appeal to a broad audience
since listeners can relate to the
meaningful lyrics, bob heads to
the poppy melodies, or appreciate
the combination of both.
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Where
are they

Now?

Have Heart

c on tinued

Dinosaur Jr.
by dillon ri le y

Dinosaur Jr. is often considered the
“godfathers of grunge”. While it’s
easy to draw the line between the
band’s heavy, distorted sound and
that of Nirvana; the songs buried
beneath all the fuzz were far more
multi-dimensional than Kurt Cobain’s angst-y laments. Taking in
influences from everything ranging from hardcore to country to
mopey post-punk, Dinosaur Jr. set
the blueprint for indie rock during
their (now legendary) three-album
run in 1980s.
Based out of Amherst, Massachusetts, Dinosaur Jr.’s original
lineup consisted of singer/guitarist
J. Mascis, bassist/singer Lou Barlow and drummer Murph. The trio
recorded 1985’s Dinosaur, 1987’s
You’re Living All Over Me and
1988’s Bug before Mascis kicked
Barlow out of the band.
Mascis then maintained the
Dinosaur name well into the 90s
to varying success while Barlow
gained fame in his own band, Sebadoh. After signing with major label Sire Records, he recorded four
more albums with Murph and various other musicians before retiring
the band in 1997.
In a move which shocked many
of their fans, Dinosaur Jr’s original
lineup reunited in 2005 for a major
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by Juliet Bourginal
tour before releasing Beyond, their
eighth album, in 2007. Considered
a return to their 80s fame, the band
soon returned with 2009’s Farm to
similar acclaim. After recent tours
where the band played You’re Living All Over Me and Bug in their
entirety, they released their third
“reunion” album I Bet On Sky
earlier this year. The band will be
touring the album for the rest of
the year, which included a stop at
Boston’s Paradise Rock Club on
November 30.

Boston is known for its Clam
Chowder, the Liberty Trail, and it’s
thriving college atmosphere; however, this historical city is home to
a lot more than what meets the eye.
With the Berklee School of Music
right around the corner, Boston has
a thriving music scene and is one
of the original homes of the musical genre “hardcore punk.” Over
the years many successful hardcore
bands have come out of Boston,
none as popular as New Bedford
natives, Have Heart.
So what is the genre we speak
of? Originating in the late 1970’s
the scene was known as hardcore, a
genre described as if The Ramones
were to play metal music. This new
type of music was a way for rebellious and fed up teens to disregard
authority while channeling their
anger in a relatively healthy way.
Bands like Black Flag, Youth of Today, Minor Threat, and The Misfits
rose from the ashes of punk to create this new sub-genre.
This fast paced and louder form
of punk became the catalyst to a
social movement called “Straight
Edge.” The Straight Edge lifestyle
consists of refraining from the use
of alcohol, tobacco, recreational
drugs and (in some cases) promiscuous sex. Instead of going to
parties and blowing off steam by
drinking and getting into fights,
fans would go to shows and take
part in moshing (aggressive dancing.) It was a healthy way for

fans to release anger and stress
in a natural way uninfluenced by
harmful substances.
Boston, among cities like Los
Angeles and Washington D.C., became one of the few homes to this
new underground genre. Since the
70s Boston, maintained its strong
hardcore roots and produced
some of the most influential bands
within the genre. Boston houses
some of the most respected hardcore record labels in the industry.
With labels like Triple B, Run for
Cover, Bridge 9 and Topshelf Records the Boston scene became
one of the strongest in the country. These powerhouse labels have
impressive rosters that contain
world-touring bands like Transit,
Title Fight, Fireworks, The Wonder Years, Polar Bear Club, and
New Found Glory.
Within the recent years, one of
the most famous hardcore punk
bands are New Bedford natives,
Have Heart. Formed in 2002 this
Straight Edge band came to light
after they released a demo in 2003.
The following year their first EP
“What Counts” caught the attention of local record company
Bridge Nine Records. Their debut
full-length album The Things We
Carry was released in 2006 launching Have Heart straight to the top
of the Boston hardcore scene. Their
second full-length album Songs to
Scream at the Sun received critical
acclaim from hardcore fans and debuted at No. 16 on Billboard’s Top
Heatseekers chart.
The band originally began as
a trio consisting of members Patrick Flynn, Ryan Hudon, and
Ryan Briggs who moved to Boston upon graduating high school.
They soon picked up Kei Yasui

and Shawn Costa, with who they
played their first show in July
2003. Have Heart brought back
old school hardcore sound gaining them a lot of attention all over
the world which led to a world
tour in 2009. With poetic lyrics
filled with metaphorical meanings
about nature and finding purpose
in life, Have Heart took the genre
back to its roots.
After the release of Songs
to Scream at the Sun, the band
started talking about breaking
up. They accomplished everything they set out for. With other
dreams and growing maturity they
decided to call it quits after their
world tour. On October 17, 2009
Have Heart performed their last
show at famous Massachusetts’s
hotspot Anchors Up in Haverhill.
Their fans hoped for a reunion
show in the future but front man
Pat Flynn said, “We’ve always believed that when you’re dead, you
stay dead.” He went onto say by
promising no reunions they were
making Have Heart into a hardcore music time capsule.
So where is Have Heart now?

Well, after the band broke up
the members decided to pursue
everyday jobs. Lead singer Patrick Flynn is getting his Masters
in Education at Boston College.
He currently works as a teacher
in West Roxbury. He has been in
several side bands such as Wolf
Whistle and Clear but simply as
jam bands. He is still a supporter
of the Boston hardcore scene and
is seen regularly at shows around
town.
Guitarist Ryan Hudon
moved to Virginia. Ryan Briggs
as of 2010 was in both folk and
post-hardcore bands. Kei Yasui
is a personal trainer and graphic
design artist in New York City.
Drummer Shawn Costa was in an
unnamed band with Patrick Flynn
but that has since sizzled out.
Although Have Heart has disbanded they continue to have a
strong following. Go to any hardcore show in Boston now a days
and you’ll be sure to see fans still
representing Have Heart. They
are a staple in the Boston Hardcore
scene and have been influences to
bands all over the country.
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A Rocket to the Moon

A Concert Review

GIVE YOU
THAT SPECIAL FEELING?

By Heather Mulgannon
Choosing to play a small venue
such as Brighton Music Hall seems
strange for a band who has toured
with the likes of Mayday Parade,
All Time Low, We the Kings, and
other popular pop-punk bands.
When Massachusetts natives, A
Rocket to the Moon, set out on
“That Old Feeling Tour,” they
knew they wanted to play intimate shows for the fans that had
been there from the start.
Imagine
you discover
a band before
they get signed
and before they
have a lot of
fans. Imagine
that feeling of
getting to see
your favorite
band at a time
when they are
still playing in
tiny clubs. That
is the point
behind “That
Old
Feeling
Tour” to give
fans that experience with a
band that has
been around
for a few years.

A Rocket to the Moon delivered
that by playing a set of 16 songs,
mostly off their debut album On
Your Side.
A Rocket to the Moon isn’t
the kind of band that makes you
want to mosh. They don’t make
you want to bang your head or
jump around. The beauty of A
Rocket to the Moon is their songs
make you want to dance. They
play feel good, happy, pop-rock

songs. They put a smile on your
face and put you in a great mood.
Seeing a band like that in such an
intimate setting is a surreal experience.
Austin Gibbs, one of the openers, played the entire set acoustically with his unique raw, raspy
voice. He took the stage with a beer
in one hand and an acoustic guitar
in the other. From that very first
moment, it was obvious that his set

would be entertaining if nothing
else. He was obviously drunk or on
his way there, but that didn’t stop
him from drinking the entire set.
The highlight of his set, and
also the creepiest part, was when
he picked a girl out of the audience to sing to. She was right in
front of him, and he told her that
the song was for her. He launched
into the song, stopping occasionally to make suggestive comments
to the girl.
Towards the middle of the song,
he stopped as if he had remembered
something. He looked down at the
girl and jokingly asked her if she
had X’s on her hands. When she
held up her hands proving that she
did, which means she was much
younger than him, he quickly
found someplace new to look. The
moment was obviously in good
fun, but also extremely strange.
A Rocket to the Moon started
their set with “Going Out,” a song
off their new EP Wild & Free album. The crowd of around 100
people didn’t get into the song right
away. Once they did though, everyone was clapping their hands to the
beat. The full energy of the crowd
wasn’t felt until the next song “Give
a Damn,” an upbeat song about a
party girl. Everyone went wild as
soon as they started playing it. The
audience started to get more into
the music and clapped along with
lead singer Nick Santino.
The band played a few more
songs and said they wanted to
bring the rest of the tour on stage.
They brought up Bonaventure and
a very drunk Austin Gibbs to cover
“Jolene” by Ray Lamontagne. The

bands all crowded on the small
stage and huddled around the mics,
adding to the intimate nature of the
show. Everyone hugged each other before the other bands left the
stage; in that moment, it was obvious this tour was all about friends
being on the road together.

A Rocket to the Moon decided
to change up crowd favorite “Baby
Blue Eyes” by switching out the
rhythm guitar for an electric ukulele. The country twist on the normally slow pop ballad was a great
addition to the set. During the
show, the band ended up playing
eight of the 12 songs off their debut
album and all four songs off their
new EP.
At the end of their set, A Rocket
to the Moon told the crowd they
weren’t going to waste time doing
the fake walk off and come back
on for an encore (something most
bands do, and all fans hate). They
instead went straight into their encore songs.
They performed a mash-up
of “Two” by Ryan Adams and
“While Listening to Rock and
Roll” by The Maine. The songs
seemed to flow together flawlessly.
It was funny hearing A Rocket to
the Moon cover The Maine, knowing that they are close friends and
that The Maine was going to be at
the House of Blues doing a show
the next night.
To finish the night, Santino decided to “teach” the crowd the first
song they wrote together as a band.
Everyone knew what was coming
and screamed the “Badabupbupbudupbububu-bada” of “Dakota”
right along with him.
After the show, the bands all
came out to sign autographs (and
my TOMS) and talk with the fans,
their friends, and family. “That Old
Feeling Tour” was exactly what it
was supposed to be, an intimate
show with a great down-to-earth
band that cares about their fans.
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Venue

BINGO
Which venues

Imagine this:
your favorite
band—an
by Anna Cieslik
obscure eight-piece
experimental hip hop
up having much fun, regardless of
group from Iceland—is finally gohow good the band is.
ing on a US tour and you buy a ticket the minute they go on sale. When
There are more than a few stanthe night of the concert finally rolls
dards that must be met for a venue
to be considered a good one. Before
around, you spend all day getting
you buy a concert ticket, think first
ready and preparing for what will
about how accessible the venue is.
surely be the best concert of your
If your favorite DJ is on tour but
life. You arrive at the venue and
his Massachusetts date takes place
SURPRISE, this obscure Icelanat the Mullins Center in Amherst,
dic experimental hip hop group is
you might want to consider taking
playing the TD Garden and you’re
a pass.
in the nosebleed seats.
With tickets and processing
With a maximum capacity of
just under 20,000 people, the TD
fees alone totaling upwards of 40
Garden is a terrible fit for a band
dollars these days, the added exthat likely has no more than 100
pense of a $30 bus ride might be
Boston fans. Despite the utter ridictoo costly to justify, even for your
ulousness of this situation, it goes
favorite DJ. Instead, look into
to show just how important the
Boston-area venues you can get
venue is to the overall concert expeto by using the T. A lot of Boston
rience. With a crowd of a hundred
concerts are over by 12:15, so you
people dispersed through an entire
won’t even have to worry about
stadium, the concert’s mood would
missing the encore in order to
be ruined and nobody would end
catch the last train.

are best in Boston?

T he M iddle E ast
D ownstairs

The Middle East Downstairs is a
basement venue which features a wide
variety of up-and-coming acts. You can usually find either a rock
band or DJ playing this venue on any given weekend, with an
eclectic crowd of college students and older concert-goers in their
late 20s. Located just minutes from the Central Square Red Line
T stop in Cambridge, this 18 and up venue satisfies any desires
you have for a basement show, minus the cramped quarters and
subpar sound system.
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Now it’s time to think about
the venue’s amenities. Grimy basement shows are all good and fun,
but that’s probably not what you
want if you’re spending $65 to go
see Mumford and Sons. Are the
bathrooms at least bearable? Is
there a free coat check for the winter months? Can you buy drinks at
the bar without blowing an entire
paycheck? Is it general admission
or is there seating?
Most importantly, what are the
acoustics like? You might think that
since the sole purpose of a venue is
to play live music, they would all
sound good. However, this is not
always the case. The best venues
sound amazing, some sound good
depending on where you’re standing and others sound less than stellar no matter where you are.
If your ticket costs more than
$15, the band shouldn’t sound like
a bunch of noises; you should be
able to accurately determine what
song is playing and differentiate between the guitar riff and the lyrics.
There are plenty of venues in the
Boston area, but some stand out
from the others. Here’s a look at
a few exceptional venues that impress time and time again.

Paradise Rock Club and
Brighton Music Hall

Consider the Paradise Rock Club in Boston a step up
from the Middle East Downstairs. The venue books a
lot of the acts who probably played at the Middle East
just years ago but now have a larger fan base and require a nice, slightly bigger venue. With most tickets
never going past $25, the Paradise Rock Club gives you
a great bang for your buck. The acoustics are great and
there’s a lot of open space for dancing. With no barriers
between the crowd and the stage, you can get up close
and personal with your favorite band. Also check out
Brighton Music Hall, which is owned by the Paradise Rock Club. Brighton Music Hall tends to feature smaller acts
for less money than Paradise, but with a similar quality level.

H ouse of B lues

If you’re looking to catch your
favorite popular indie, rap, or rock act, look no further than
the House of Blues in Boston. Although this venue is part of
a chain, the House of Blues still has a definite local feel with
the benefits that come with being a respected name in music
venues. Whether you want to sit, stand, or do a little bit of
both during the show, you’re guaranteed to hear every bit of the
music thanks to the venue’s great sound system. However, with
tickets ranging between $25 and $45, you might want to save
this venue for only your more favorite bands.

TD Garden

A true stadium, this Boston sports
center and concert venue brings in some of the biggest
names in pop, rock, and electronic music. The sound
system is spectacular and the giant stage can easily be
seen from anywhere in the amphitheater. However, the
majority of tickets, especially the lower priced ones,
are seated. Thissometimes makes the show seem less
special since you aren’t as likely to talk to other concertgoers. Also take into account tickets at the Garden
usually go for a minimum of $45, with floor tickets
sometimes totaling well over $100. This is definitely
a special occasion venue you should avoid unless it’s
your absolute favorite band.
Although the venue might not be the first thing to cross your mind when you’re thinking about buying tickets to a
show, remember these tips next time you’re on the fence about a show and you’ll be all set. Because after all, who
wants to be watching their favorite obscure eight-piece experimental Icelandic hip hop group from the stadium
seats of the TD Garden?
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Art.
Culture.

Movement.

THE
WOOZY
TRIBE
By Dillon Ri le y

“Music for the awake.”
That’s the only description listed on the Woozy Tribe website
amongst some strange promo artwork, but I suppose it’s fairly apt.
Dubbed a “culture and collaborative of artists” by its members, the
Woozy Tribe record label is home
to several independent artists in a
wide range of genres. It’s also run in
a college sophomore’s dorm room.
Started in early 2010 by distorted R&B artist Body Cheetah,
(who has asked to remain nameless), Woozy Tribe was just a space
for him to post homemade music
videos for artists like Black Moth
Super Rainbow and Com Truise.
In fact, the site was originally going to be designed by Truise until
he signed with the Ghostly International label and began touring
worldwide. After recording an EP
entitled French Chicks for the Easy
Tapes label, Body Cheetah decided
to turn Woozy into a similarly run
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record label. Woozy soon became
a collection of like-minded underground artists crafting their own
unique brand of music, including
his own. Self-described as “a hot
summer day in a surreal suburban
setting, and the pavement begins to
crack, and then these dark skinned
red lipped blonde girls rise from the
ground clapping,” Body Cheetah’s
music certainly is hard to classify.
As he and some of his fellow artist
began to post more and more free
music online, their fan base steadily
grew. Today the label is home to
over 15 artists while maintaining
its headquarters in New York City.
“It’s like any other business, we
don’t like the idea of people paying for our releases though,” said
Cheetah. He and general manager
Tyler Koykas are responsible for
everything from mixing and mastering to press and marketing. One
of the major aspects of the Woozy

brand is it’s underlying aesthetic,
a concept developed by him too.
“I’m really into design, I use a lot
of design techniques in my music.
The overall attitude is collective,
though,” said Cheetah.
Woozy Tribe also has a deep
connection to Boston in particular. One of its artists Matt Lindahl
records under the Bacon Bitz alias
right here at Emerson while he
studies film. Tellingly, he has similar difficulties in narrowing down
his sound as f Bitz, “I’m horrible at
assessing my own work. Obviously
there are a lot of lo-fi electronic
aspects to my songs but I always
find it hard to put my sound into
words.” Lindahl modestly blames
his lack of musical knowledge for
his inability to describe his music.
Yet, Bacon Bitz certainly is not his
first foray into music. “I’ve always
been pretty musical and played in
a bands in middle and high school.
By senior year I had taught myself
how to use Logic and started messing around with it,” said Lindahl.
Despite crafting a unique and
interesting sound that stands on it’s
own on the Woozy label, Lindahl
is quick to credit his influences.

“While my two biggest influences
have to be Gorillaz and Black Moth
Super Rainbow, I like to think I
pull something from everything;
from The Marshall Mathers LP to
Led Zeppelin and Usher,” said Lindahl. His friendship with Kristofik
and fellow Woozy artist Spencer
Fox, (who records under the name
Slates), also influence his work
within the Woozy label greatly -whether collaborating on each other’s works or together in separate
bands. “We all have very different
and distinct sounds but when we
come together we make something
completely new. They both definitely have a huge impact on my
music,” said Lindahl.
Despite being arguably the highest profile artist on the Woozy roster, Cheetah is quick to admit that
out of his friends, he was the least
musical. “Back in seventh grade
Matt [Lindahl] was the lead guitarist and singer for our band “Hillspoint & James”, and I was the
bassist. I didn’t know how to play
so during practice he would show
me where to put my fingers,” said
Cheetah. Furthermore, it wasn’t
until he met Spencer Fox at a party
he threw in high school that he began to try singing on his recordings.
Fox, who also plays with own band
Charly Bliss, moved to their hometown Westport, Connecticut just
prior to the party. Soon enough he,
Body Cheetah, and Lindahl began
to jam together, which undoubt-

edly influenced all of their musical
aspirations.
With Woozy Tribe the goal is
simply to give a voice to people, or
artists rather, that may not have had
another opportunity otherwise. “I
love music, and more than loving
music I love creating. I know of so
many people who had to be noticed
more, and I just want to promote
them and show them to the world,”
said Cheetah.
Ultimately, Body Cheetah considers his music to be a long-term
commitment, claiming he’ll continue to create even if no one else is
listening, otherwise he would “go
insane.” While the idea of creating
in a studio on a larger label’s dime

is certainly an interesting one for
him, he feels at home amongst his
Woozy brethren. In fact, he claimed
he’d only make the jump if he had
total creative freedom, before
quickly adding “But I can’t imagine
leaving The Tribe behind. They are
my bros.”
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but for how long?

Will Justin Timberlake ever come back to music?
J ustin T imberl ake
used to have me naked by
the end of his songs.
Now he doesn’t.
It’s not that he lacks the ability
to. He still certainly does. Despite
his last album being produced 6
years ago, JT went on for several
years after Futuresex/Lovesounds
performing music, and has collaborated with several artists to great
success. However, Justin Timberlake is simply a different man of
different tastes: Timberlake is not a
man who likes being content with
what he has, like some psychopathic drug lord. In regards to his recognition he simply wants more when
he doesn’t need to.
The man who brought sexy
back to our first-generation iPod
Shuffles has moved into acting
now. One little “Single Ladies” and
Digital Short skit on SNL has now
transformed a full-fledged pop musician into an actor who worked
one of the biggest movies of the decade. Take a step back and realize
how strange a move this is. Imagine
if you had the career you’ve always
wanted, and earned it because you
have worked on it from a very
young age. This all seems great, but
with this, it turns out you also had
been given the natural God-given
talent required for that very same
career. The only people that can really say the same are athletes and
Muppets.
From there instead of years
of doing what you were destined

By Josh Par k
to do, you threw it all away and
picked up another career, a career
which other people worked on for
the same of amount of time and effort as you did for your past career.
The only people who get to say that
are the Cookie Monster and Mark
Wahlberg.
Wahlberg, though, interestingly holds the key to the mind of
Mr. Timberlake. Unlike Cookie
Monster, Mark Wahlberg was at
one point a musician. A good one.
Wahlberg’s project, Marky Mark
and the Funky Bunch created a
harder edge and tone than his former band New Kids On the Block.
He was hard, and he was absolutely fantastic at it, until someone
decided he was handsome and
Irish enough to star in Hollywood movies. Now Wahlberg is a changed man:
actor first, horrible
self-reminder of his
past career second. He’s simply
too classy and
typecast enough
that he cannot
possibly turn
back to the art
that launched
him in the first
place.
People yearn
for Justin Timberlake to come
back with an-

http://www.justjared.com/photo-gallery/1730491/justin-timberlake-gq-magazine-march-2009-06/

other smooth, snazzy album. So
much so that there is an entire
comedic skit on YouTube called
“Justin Timberlake, Make Music
Again,” drastically urging him to
come back to making music. But
Timberlake’s ambition to become
a great actor has far exceeded any
public opinion about his musicianship. There is no sign that Justin

Timberlake will ever come back
to becoming a musician, simply
because he is not bad at doing his
other job, and because there is no
sign that he will do any worse.
If Timberlake were to follow
the exact path that Mark Wahlberg
maniacally laid out for him, Timberlake and music are simply never
ever getting back together. There is
no need to because as Mark Wahlberg has proven, being an A-list actor will get you everything more in
life than dancing around in loose,
white clothing and breathing heavily into a microphone every now
and then. Timberlake’s acting career propelled from having to attend the Grammy’s to attending the
Oscars. That is the biggest difference in office space an entertainer
will ever get.
At this point, the only way the
world can ever get back this pop
icon is if he consistently gets worse
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and worse press for his acting. This
is a man who tried to make himself hard for a few months after his
ill-fated appearance on Punk’d.
Even though Ashton Kutcher
was despicable enough to shame
this beautiful man, Timberlake’s
laughingstock appearance actually
forced him to be something he was
not. Likewise, maybe if slandered
enough in his poor taste in movie
appearances, Timberlake may
come back to his proven talents. So
here’s the breakdown.
Let’s say Timberlake’s acting
career really launched after The
Social Network, then there are
two movies that will act as this
Superman’s kryptonite: In Time
and Bad Teacher. These movies
were branded as horrendously
overwrought and silly movies in
which Timberlake’s performances
could not have saved either of
them (Although apparently Pete

Campbell almost saved In Time).
If you’re a Timberlake music fan
then this is great news. It’s almost
as if Timberlake’s agent happened
to be the biggest *NSYNC fan
and became sentient enough to
sabotage his acting career for all
of us. Sadly, this would not be
the case, as he was recently casted
in a Coen Brothers movie called
Inside Llewyn Davis. A Coen
Brothers movie. This isn’t going
to screw up.
So if you love it when you’re
rockin’ yo body or when something’s heatin’ up, you better hope
and pray that Justin Timberlake
keeps acting in more trash movies like Bad Teacher or In Time,
because he won’t truly bring sexy
back if he keeps trying to have us
naked by the end of this film.

Body Modifications
B r e ak i n g t h ro u g h to p opul ar cult ur e
By Jennif er Hannig an

H eart Dai th

This piercing looks like a heart
resting snugly in your ear. It’s in
a spot that is a little difficult to
heal. My best advice for a daith
piercing is to get big over-theear headphones and stop using
ear buds. Ear buds will feel really uncomfortable if your jewelry is touching them, and they
spread a lot of germs.

conch

The conch ring is a little bit
bigger than other types of ear
piercings. It goes on the thick
cartilage just above your ear
lobe. You can wear a bar or a
ring with your conch piercing.
It’s a size 14g instead of 16 or
18, like most ear piercings.

i nd u st r ial bar

Body modifications have been a
part of punk rock culture for decades, but they seem to be becoming a bigger part of popular culture.
Everyone and their grandmother
knows what a nose piercing looks
like, and your best friend’s mom
may even have her belly button
pierced. Well, mine did at least.
So what’s a super cool punk
rocker to do when all of his metal
is going mainstream?! Get more
piercings, and quit bitching! Get a
little creative. We won’t get freaky
here, just a little different. After all,
how can you truly stick it to the
man without a cool piercing?
Okay maybe you could find
some other way to piss off your
parents, but if you want to take
the piercings route, you may not
know what to get. Here’s a little
guide to some different types of
piercings.

An industrial bar is a pretty
painful piercing, but I think
it’s one of the most badass by
far. You’ve probably seen one
before. It’s jut a bar that goes
from one side of the top of your
ear to the other.
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nose

The gauge of a piercing is the
thickness of the jewelry. The
higher the gauge number, the
thinner the jewelry is. For example, a standard ear lobe piercing is an 18 while a belly button
ring is usually a 14. A thicker
gauge means that the piercing
will probably hurt more. That’s
because professional piercers use
what’s called a hollow needle to
make room in the body for the
jewelry. This type of needle literally takes a little bit of flesh
with it as it passes through the
body. Punk rock! That’s pretty gross, but it’ for the best. If
there’s no room for the jewelry,
the piercing is more likely to
reject and become infected. So
take the pain, it only lasts a few
seconds anyway.

A nose piercing is a cartilage
piercing too! Nose piercings are
great because you have so many
options. You could wear a ring,
or any kind of stud you want.
Another cute option is to get
two nose piercings right next to
each other.
Septum piercings, the ones that
look like bull rings, are also another option for a nose piercing.

e ye brow

An eyebrow piercing is a vertical surface piercing. A curved
barbell or a captive bead ring
is usually worn in an eyebrow
piercing.

l abre t
or mon roe

I have this piercing! A lip
piercing is pretty painful, but
very quick to heal. Keep in
mind that people will probably ask you if you can squirt
water out of the hole in your
face. I still haven’t seen if that
is possible.

l ab re t
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monroe

Decline of

The

ROCK RADIO
(And what it means
for rock and roll)

The old, cliché phrase, “nothing
lasts forever” may become even
truer than we once thought. As it
turns out, rock radio seems to be
dying. That may not come as a
surprise though since pop artists
such as Katy Perry and Nicki
Minaj dominate the charts
and Top 40 radio stations
across the country. And
while you can’t pinpoint
an actual date and time
that rock radio died
at due to natural
causes, it doesn’t
take much to realize the health
of rock radio
is endangered.

by C h r i s t o p h e r
		 G av i n

   If you are looking for a particular reason for this change, you
might be able to blame it on technology, like a lot of other things in
the music business. With iTunes,
MP3s and the Internet, the public’s
interest in music radio is decreasing. Why listen to the radio when
you can simply plug your iPod
into your car’s stereo and avoid
all of those commercials? The Internet also allows music lovers to
listen to stations on their radio dial
and beyond. Applications such as
Pandora, which is 80 million users
strong according to Statistic Brain,
and Last fm fulfill music listeners’
wishes for stations that play the
artists they want to hear.
With that said, Bradon Moriarty, an on-air producer and head
writer at 100.7 WZLX, Boston’s
classic rock station, feels the computer is the cause for the slow death
of radio music.
“There’s a built-in rock radio body [of listeners]. It’s
still there. They’re just finding their music in different
ways,” Moriarty said in a
phone interview.
Moriarty said that
the younger genera-

tion, which he said falls between
the ages of 12 and 25, control how
the radio business does. “Who’s got
the radio on in the car anymore? It’s
moms with kids and the kids [are]
calling the shots [with] who gets to
listen to the radio station. That’s
just how it is.”
Moriarty noted how well ticket
sales have been for new bands and
old bands alike since he is a frequent concertgoer himself. This
means that rock itself is not dying
in the long run.
“The people that really care
about rock music and really want
to find out the new stuff are going
online and doing it that way,” he
said.
In Moriarty’s opinion rock radio is not doing well because stations are not open to playing new
artists and different genres of rock.
“They’re scared to make that
jump to the new stuff, and they’re
going to stick to what sells,” he
said. “The entire idea of rock music is that it’s new, it’s different,
and it’s awesome. If you’re still
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playing the same music from 20
years ago, that’s not new, nor different, nor awesome, so that’s why
it’s suffering.”
It’s a sentiment that Daniel J.
Flynn echoes in his piece for The
American Spectator “Who Killed
Rock Radio?” “Corporate entities
playing stale songs on heavy rotation by the Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Foo Fighters, and Pearl Jam—rock
brands as much as rock bands at
this point—as though they are the
latest pop acts is enough to make
anyone with a pulse turn the dial,”
writes Flynn.
However, it’s not just classic
rock that is struggling to stay on
the air. WFNX, Boston’s 29-yearold alternative station stopped
FM broadcasting in July 2012.
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The station lives on its website
where it broadcasts online and
although it still exists, it doesn’t
have the same impact it once did.
Amidst this battle is the question
of whether or not rock as a genre
is becoming outdated.
Emily Roberts, a freshman
marketing major, does not think
so. Roberts believes that the
genre is becoming more electronic
based, thus evolving its sound as
a whole.
“There is a whole indie scene
as opposed to the more hardcore
rock, [which is] what it used to
be,” she said.
Armando Vazquez, a junior film
production major, feels similarly to
Roberts.
“It was an underground thing.
It was something that you had

to do in hiding. The Beatles were
discovered in literally [an] underground gig,” Vazquez said. “We
seem to be backtracking to that
again. It’s interesting but sad.”
Roberts said she finds new music through word of mouth and
Vazquez uses online stations like
Pandora and Spotify in contrast
to FM radio. Both feel that rock
stations do not stand a chance
against Top 40 radio stations,
which stick to pop and hip-hop.
Although the future is looking
bleak for FM rock radio, “Rock
and roll can never die,” as Neil
Young preaches.
Moriarty remains positive as
well in regard to the direction the
genre is heading.
“There’s hope,” he said.
“There’s always hope.”

Why You Should Be Listening To Tom Waits Right Now
B y D a n i e l Tav e r n e r

For those of you asking yourself,
“Who’s Tom Waits?” Tom Waits is
the kind of guy you always wished
your grandfather was like: a gravely, smooth talking pianist.
A combination of a poet, jazz
singer, and vagrant, Tom captures
the emotion and the soul of America. The persona of a chain-smoking, heavy drinking, seedy-barfly
that he creates through his lyrics
isn’t far from who he is in reality (or
was, since he quit booze decades
ago).
Tom’s music is unique and has
gathered a cult following over the
years. His lyrics, often sung in a
bluesy or in a spoken word style,
describe the back alleys and seamy
lifestyles of everyday American
folk. The narratives in his songs
vaguely reflect his own life, with
songs about smoking and drinking, broken hearts, burning things
down, and the joys of being a lowlife.
Tom Waits, based on his music,
isn’t a people-person but rather
a person of the people: hidden in
the crowd, sitting at the end of the
bar. He’s got drinking stories that
would make Bukowski blush. If
he were actually my grandfather,
he’d be down at the strip club, introducing me to Candy and Ginger
and the one-legged hobo that sticks
around for the girls out back. Waits

is the kind of guy who’d be more
at home with a complete stranger,
so long as he or she had a good tale
to tell.
Aside from being a terrific musician, he has appeared in several
films (Mystery Men, Bram Stoker’s
Dracula, Wristcutters, and most
recently Seven Psychopaths). He
starred in the 1986 film Down by
Law. He has even received an Academy Award for the soundtrack of
One from the Heart.
Some of his best songs are
self-explanatory, with titles such as

“Christmas Card From a Hooker
In Minneapolis,” “Whistlin’ Past
The Graveyard,” “Warm Beer and
Cold Women,” and “I Hope That
I Don’t Fall In Love With You.”
His songs all revolve around extremely odd characters and situations, yet the listener can’t help
but fall in love with them. He
takes common themes of love and
memories and throws them in the
gutter, almost quite literally. Once
they’re in the gutter, he lets them
ferment with the scum and muck
and then tells a story with them.
His subject matter is every-day
folk in unfortunate situations;
that’s what makes it so relatable.
Tom’s lyrics and poetry are a
work of beautiful honesty. He is a
romantic but one with a realistic
view on love. He gathers his
material from personal
memories as well as the
world around him. A
wondrous storyteller,
he offers his listeners vignettes from
the streets and
back alleys of
America.
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He harnesses the atmosphere of
stumbling home from bars on a
weeknight, falling in and out of
love with the wrong woman, and
recalling ones past.
Some of my favorite lines from
his songs include “The Ice Man’s
mule is parked outside the bar/
where a man with missing fingers plays a strange guitar/ and
the German dwarf dances with
the butcher’s son/ And a little
rain never hurt no one” (“A Little Rain” from 1992’s Bone Machine, which won his first of two
Grammy Awards). This dreamlike
scenario paints an odd, yet beautiful, setting for what turns out to
be a very touching song.
Another great set of lyrics
comes from the title track off of
his latest album Bad as Me (2011):
“You’re the fly in my beer/ You’re
the key that got lost/ You’re the
letter from Jesus on the bathroom
wall/ You’re mother superior with
only a bra/ You’re the same kind
of bad as me.” With these very
poetic lyrics and his erratic singing, Tom convinces the listener
that he’s nothing but trouble.
Tom has described himself as a
“night watchman.” In a 1979 in-
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terview with Phil Ranstrom, Tom
said, “I fancy myself as a storyteller…I write about the things I see
around me.” His songs promote
the essence of America on a Saturday night; as Tom describes it,
“the dark, warm, narcotic American night.”
Tom Waits is best characterized
by his iconic rasp. His voice, as described by critic Daniel Durchholz,
sounds “like it was soaked in a vat
of bourbon, left hanging in the
smokehouse for a few months, and
then taken outside and run over
with a car.” It has been said to be
a cross between Louis Armstrong
and Humphrey Bogart.
I’ll admit the first time I heard
Tom Waits, I was a little put off
by his voice, but, at a closer listen, it’s almost scary that someone couldn’t find it beautiful. It
honestly is as if your grandfather
is singing to you; with his musical arrangements and cynically
melodic lyrics, Tom creates an extremely comfortable atmosphere.
His entire personality is reflective of his music: soulful, carefree,
and debauched.
A self-taught pianist, Waits’
music covers genres from rock, to

blues, to experimental. He’s even
been known to use items found
at hardware stores for percussion
on recordings. Each of his albums
possesses a completely unique
sound, yet they all contain the
same overwhelming sense of soul
and passion. This definitely adds
to his musicianship and allows
listeners of various genres to appreciate his music.
Although Tom is now 62 years
old, and has “hung up his wild
years on a nail that he drove
through his wife’s forehead”
(from “Franks Wild Years”), he is
a terrific songwriter and musician.
In 2011, he was inducted into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
He still has a multitude of stories
to tell.
The atmosphere surrounding
Tom Waits can be summed up by
a repetitive line he uses in interviews: “I’m a living, breathing example of success without college.”
Tom is just a regular guy who
sings about regular-guy-things; he
just does it with extreme style and
melody.

Chaos
in

General
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In Defense of the Label

why r ec or d l ab e l s ar e st i l l i m p ortan t
By C o n o r G . M o r a n

The music industry is dead. Or so
years of eager bloggers’ calls for
the death of labels and disgruntled
suits’ cries over copyright and royalties would have you believe. For
as long as I and most young music fans can remember, we’ve been
turning on the news to hear about
skyrocketing piracy rates, logging
onto Facebook to read our favorite musicians’ struggles to make
money, and listening to that one
friend tell us all about how good
music just doesn’t sell anymore.
And yet in the midst of all this,
music manages to stay a constant
topic of conversation. Trends
change, new styles form, and music grows. People have new shit to
blast at their parties.
So what’s happening? Where’s
the looming musical apocalypse
we’ve been promised all these
years?
The
truth is,
the music
industry is
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far from dead. The traditional major label system still works well for
a lot of artists, big and small. Today’s music critics (read: bloggers)
would point to big name acts like
Taylor Swift as an example of the
only kind of artist that still benefits
from the major label system. And
it’s true; Swift’s newest album Red
is the year’s biggest major label success story.
It’s the same formula record
companies have been relying on
since the dawn of time: lead single
(“We Are Never Ever Getting Back
Together”) becomes wildly popular, topping the Billboard charts for
a few weeks (three) and staying in
the public consciousness for more.
The label usually announces a few
gimmicky promotions (a deal with
Papa John’s to deliver copies of
Red along with their food, bringing
new meaning to the slogan “Better
Ingredients”). It’s an attempt to
highlight how forward thinking the industry is, and how
it is not dying, but it is rarely successful. When the al-

bum is finally released a few weeks
later, it is met with commercial and
critical fanfare, and sells like hotcakes (or should I say pizzas?). The
strong sales (1,208,000 first week
copies in the U.S.) lead everyone to
chalk this one up as a win for the
major labels. Rinse and repeat.
Except the “repeat” is becoming increasingly difficult to achieve.
Where multiple records used to
easily sell a million copies per year,
today we’re lucky if we see one. Established, big name acts that make
universally appealing pop songs
(like Taylor Swift does) are the ones
that still sell in the face of today’s
rampant piracy culture, so it makes
sense that those are the acts major labels try to support. But they
also try to support outliers: young
Compton MC Kendrick Lamar recently released his first Interscope
album good kid, m.A.A.d city and
debuted at number two on the Billboard charts with 242,000 copies
sold. This is just a fraction of what
Taylor Swift sold but is impressive
nonetheless for an album with no

popular
r a d i o
single and little
mainstream media buzz.
So it’s hard to blame top 40’s
bland, dance track-filled landscape on the record industry alone.
They’re forced to put out what sells
just to stay above water, and consumers go on to eat it up, reinforcing the cycle. They’re trying to, and
hell, maybe even actually doing
some things right. Longtime critic
of the industry Trent Reznor recently released his How to Destroy
Angels project’s new EP, An Omen,
on Columbia Records. Reznor
spent much of his career in Nine
Inch Nails arguing with his label
Interscope and famously split from
it in 2007, releasing all his music in-

dependently since then. He pointed
to the marketing team and numerous other resources available to him
at Columbia as the main reason for
his change of heart. His music was
not making the global impact he’d
hoped it would, and he thinks Columbia can help him branch into
new markets. Once disillusioned
with the industry, Trent now seems
to be disillusioned without one.
In the end, what we have is a
simple changing of the guards: the
torch of the music industry being
passed from one generation to another. The major labels have failed
to adapt, to change their business
practices with changing technology, but they haven’t done
anything to deliberately
hurt music or artistry.
In fact, they try to

promote and support it the only
way they knew how: selling physical music. But people just don’t
want to pay for physical music anymore, and the labels failed to realize (or chose to ignore) this early
on. Now, they’re all but drowning
and Taylor Swift and One Direction is the final life jackets. But remember who threw those jackets
in the water: the consumers who
buy that crap. If the music industry
is already dead, I say, long live the
music industry.
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He’s The Moon

A CONVERSATION WITH BERKLEE BAND, THE SUN AND THE MOON
by Allison “Truj” Trujillo

It’s a beautiful summer day in
Paris, France, and two American
musicians make an impromptu
stage in front of the Eiffel Tower.
The two Berklee College of Music students, James Beer and Dallas Thornton, took what they’d
earned from working menial restaurant jobs at home in Colorado
and made a proverbial street concert out of Europe.
Beer subtly nods to Thornton
who grins in response, and the two
begin one of the raddest tracks
from their 2011 album Shadows
entitled “Smile,” a song with a
breezy feel and fresh beat. The two
strum their travel guitars in tandem
and begin harmonizing their voices
around simple yet thoughtful lyrics. The feel is happy, spirited, and
downright danceable.
“Oh, it feels so good to be born!”
They sing to passersby. “Oh, it feels
so good to be born!”
In no time at all the two are
dancing and having a blast together, joined by bystanders who can’t
help but feel the music. Who could
blame them? Beer and Thornton,
who comprise the up-and-coming rock duo The Sun And The
Moon, are two infectiously lively
and talented individuals. Their indie music showcases both of their
technical capabilities in making
music. Their guitar sound is sweet,
mellow, and pensive. They combine two guitars and both of their
unique voices in complex harmo-
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nies to provide an almost psychedelic effect, perfect for rainy Saturday mornings, thoughtful nights,
and walking through the Common
on a sunny day.
“At this point in my life, I’m
pretty enamored by the idea of living,” Beer says. “The way the sun
shines, the way that makes you
feel.” This describes much of The
Sun And The Moon’s music: it’s
all about seizing the day and loving life. “All I hear is people writing
songs about love,” Beer says. “But
there’s way more to love than just
relationships with other people.”
Apartment #41, their most recent EP that dropped on November 16th, shows this philosophy
perfectly. In contrast to Shadows,
which utilizes various string, piano, and drum parts, this album is
a stripped-down situation that the
duo recorded in their own apartment for a home-grown feel. “It’s
just the two
of us and our
guitars in a
room
singing to you, the
wearer of the
headphones,”
Thornton
says. In “Carry My Song”
from this album, Beer and
Thornton sing:
“I like the way
the sunshine/

blows my mind,” and “the way the
wind kisses me back/ with every
breath,” showing both the inspiration they draw from the simple
pleasures in life and an overwhelming love of the world around them.
Another theme that appears often in Beer and Thornton’s music
is the necessity of self-discovery, or
“the ups and downs of finding out
what it means to be you,” as Beer
says. “They’re really simple ideas,
like ‘be true to yourself’ and ‘do
things you care about with your
whole heart,’” he says. “It’s not
deep, it’s just true.” These ideas
are shared by both sides of the duo,
and reflect their own substantial
journey in becoming The Sun And
The Moon.
Beer and Thornton met sitting
next to each other in an English
class their junior year at Boulder
High School. After discovering
that they led similar lives, they

began jamming with their guitars
after school in Beer’s basement.
The summer after they met the two
both attended the same five-week
program at Berklee, where they became an inseparable musical unit.
They insist, of course, that’s it’s
not a ‘bromance.’ “We don’t really
talk like that,” Thornton says. “But
if there was an older, Roman or
Greco term for that--a brománce,
you know?” he jokes. “With certain friends you have certain distances and things you can’t say. But
our honesty with each other makes
our music work. And thank God it
happened that way, or we’d probably be enemies and really jealous
of each other’s music.”
“We’ve basically straight-up
insulted each other to our faces,”
Beer laughs. “Only with the intent
of making each other better, of
course.” He describes that both he
and Thornton aren’t afraid to tell
each other what they think about
their music, which is vital to their
process. “If Dallas writes a song
and plays it for me, I’m perfectly
comfortable saying ‘that’s sweet,
but maybe we can do something
different with this certain part,’” he
says. “We can be perfectly honest
with each other.”
This working relationship allowed them to make incendiary
music, and by winter their senior
year, they’d decided to start their
first album, Shadows. “We were
making Shadows and kind of toss-

ing around band names,” Beer
says. Originally, the two were using the stereotypical ‘Dallas and
James’ as a placeholder. “Then one
day we just decided to replace ‘Dallas and James’ with ‘The Sun And
The Moon,’ just as another placeholder,” Beer says.
“The phrase just came up in
some conversation or something,”
Thornton says. “We were like, ‘We
obviously can’t be called ‘The Sun
And The Moon.’’”
“It’s just way too obvious,
right?” Beer says sarcastically.
The two soon realized that “The
Sun And The Moon” described
their musical relationship perfectly, as a give-and-take of ideas and
emotions. “The Sun is this great
source of inspiration and power in
myths, it’s this source of radiation
and the bringer of light,” Thornton
explains. “And the Moon holds a
very important function to reflect
that light. It’s a reversal of roles
constantly.”
“People always ask us, you
know, ‘Who’s the Sun and who’s
the Moon?’” Beer says. The two
glance at each other mischievously,
point, and say in tandem: “He’s the
moon.” For Beer and Thornton, it’s
the ebb and flow of one pushing the
other to be better and better at any
given time, which makes their music personal and satisfying.
Returning from their tour of Europe last summer (where they made
appearances in Frankfurt, Amster-

dam, Paris, Lisbon, Porto, Pisa,
Sienna, and Rome), the two immediately began writing more music. Their most recent single, “Geneva,” is just a taste of the album
they’ll drop next summer, which
will be a departure from the barebones philosophy of Apartment
#41. “It’s charming for its liveness,
but for our 2013 album we are going all out,” Thornton says. “Balls,
as they say, to the wall.” Beer also
agrees with this sentiment. “It’s going to be, hands-down, one of the
best things that either of us has ever
done.”
With their dedication, philosophy and fine tunes, The Sun And
The Moon is definitely a Berklee
band to look out for. Apartment
#41 and Shadows are both available (for free or donation!) on their
Bandcamp. “We believe that no
price can be put on art,” Thornton
says. “It just seems right.”
The Sun And The Moon’s love
and passion for music is extraordinarily apparent in every aspect
of their careers, and they’re a great
reminder to any listener to ease
back and enjoy the simple things in
life, even ones that seem so mundane as the way the sun shines. It’s
all about loving life and the world.
As Beer and Thornton repeat over
and over in “Smile”: “Oh, it feels
so good to be born! Oh, it feels so
good to be born!”
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Methods of
Shaping Musical Culture
L o o k i n g …L i s t e n i n g
by Alexander Z. Hayes
As I more or less alluded to in
last issue’s article, my intention in
this series of editorials is to closely examine what makes music so
special to so many of the world’s
people across every standard of
diversity imaginable – to dive into
the depths of creativity and try
to figure out just what makes it
all tick. To arrive at that destination however, we must sometimes
take what seems like a paradoxical step back in order to see how
phenomena in our greater cultural
universe influence the works of
art and music that we love.
In my musical and philosophical journey I occasionally stumble
across partial answers. I spend a
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for

Answers

lot of time looking and listening,
but I’ve never found anything that
truly resonates in me as the Truth
about what it’s about. I don’t
know if any of us are ever going
to find all of the answers we seek,
but I’d like to take the rest of my
word count to pay well-deserved
homage to the three men who
I think have come the closest to
figuring it all out: Neil Percival
Young, Thomas Alan Waits, and
James Marshall Hendrix.
Neil Young recently published
a book called Waging Heavy
Peace. On the surface, it appears
to be an autobiography but glancing through it one day at a local
bookstore, I discovered it’s more a
collection of semi-stream of consciousness vignettes about his life.
He’s not an exceptional writer,

but his style is so intriguing that
despite its ridiculous length (and
price) I’m strongly considering
buying it. Therein lays the brand
of Neil Young’s genius. His voice
is a little too screechy, his guitar
tone is a little too noisy, his piano
and harmonica playing are slightly better than average at best, but
you know what? When you put it
all together it’s astounding.
The thing that sticks out to
me most about Neil Young’s career is his relentless consistency.
This phrase, “relentless consistency,” describes both his sound
and his body of work. Whenever
you hear anything he does, it all
somehow sounds like Neil Young.
There’s an oddly beautiful parallel
between the screech of his voice
and harmonica and the noise of
his electric guitar. It’s a little too
much, but at the same time, just
enough. He’ll scream a lyric and
then play some sloppy guitar riff.
If any other guitar player played
that lick it just wouldn’t sound

good, but somehow he makes it
more than work, he makes it perfect.
You take Neil Young’s singing
and playing on any classic Crazy
Horse song and it’s how you felt
the first time you heard the Beatles,
except you were really drunk. It’s
a disorienting masterpiece. I’ve
spent a lot of time trying to wrap
my mind around how something
so ugly could be so beautiful and
I don’t really have an answer. But
after 40 years of making music that

runs the gamut of almost every genre of rock
n’ roll you could ever
imagine – acoustic, electric, blues, folk, country, punk, grunge, etc. I
can only assume that if
anyone has the answers
to the ever-diversifying
legacy of popular music,
it must be this man.
This odd juxtaposition of beauty and
ugliness is achieved
on a comparable level, but in an
entirely different way by Tom
Waits. Both artists demonstrate a
profound songwriting ability, but
while Neil Young is known best
for his ability to write and play
traditional sounding rock n’ roll

songs in a traditional rock n’ roll
style, Waits’ music in an unparalleled blend of avant-garde composition and deeply soulful sensitivity. Tom Waits’ voice is like a short,
white Louis Armstrong from
Mars, and his band is somewhere
between Frank Zappa’s Mothers of Invention and Bob Dylan’s
backing band from his 1995 MTV
Unplugged performance.
Though he released it much
later in his career, my favorite
Tom Waits album is Mule Variations, featuring the songs “Pony,”
“House Where Nobody Lives,”
“Take it With Me,” and “Picture in a Frame.” Waits is also
an outstanding blues singer, but
the soulful crooning of his deep
raspy voice just gets me on his
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long, “stories from the road” sort
of ballads. You can really hear
the passion in his performance.
Though he is an immensely talented musician he always seems to be
playing with his heart and never
with his head.
Waits channels the same fervor
he does while he sings into his
songwriting. I don’t see how else
someone could write songs that
are so harmonically and emotionally rich. No matter how strange
the song, the chord progressions
in Tom Waits’ music always seem
to be exactly what my ear wants
to hear. He has an incredible understanding of tonality and song
structure. It is one of modern music’s great tragedies that Waits’
style is often written-off as “too
strange” by those who are unfamiliar with his sound. I assure
you, if you embrace the unique
sensitivity and the startling beauty
of Tom Waits’ music, then it will
love you back every time.
It would be impossible to talk
about giving love and taking love
from music without mentioning
Jimi Hendrix. Rest assured, relative to how I feel about this man’s
contribution to music, anything
I could possibly write about him
could only fall into the category
of “mentioning.” Hendrix is a
legend and a genius. I’m not talking about Rolling Stone Magazine’s Top 100 Greatest Guitarists
kind of genius either. It’s something different for me. Hendrix
didn’t invent rock n’ roll; that
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was Chuck Berry, Little Richardwhoever, take your pick. Hendrix wasn’t the “first great guitar
player,” that in my mind would
be Robert Johnson or Mississippi
John Hurt. Hell, he’s not even the
greatest technical guitar player of
all time.
What Hendrix did was entirely
revolutionize the way rock n’ roll
was played, heard, felt, and Experienced by an audience. His energy,
flamboyant showmanship, his vibe
as sort of a rock n’ roll mystic, and
his sheer volume level set him apart
from any musician before or after
him. Watching old Hendrix concert footage or listening to any of
his live or studio albums is a surreal experience for me. Again, not
in an, “oh man, I’m so fucking
high,” sort of way, but truly, it’s unreal to think a single human being
could achieve so much with a five
year musical career that can still be
untouched today.
Hendrix was also experimenting with the “psychedelic” sound
achieved by manipulating tape
loops and using makeshift postproduction effects on his albums
not too long after the Beatles had
been credited for sort of revolutionizing and popularizing the
sound. Just listen to all of the crazy
panning and impossible-to-place
sounds on Axis: Bold as Love, that
album is a masterpiece from songwriting, performance, and production standpoints.
One my favorite “what if” scenarios to contemplate as a music

geek is the super group I would
form if I could disregard all historical contexts. It seems fitting
to end this editorial as it began,
again with sort of a paradox.
These men would not appear
along side each other in my ideally compiled super group. In
fact, I highly doubt that any of
them would be in the super group
at all. Being a great musician in
your own right is as admirable,
but in a different way from being
a good band mate. This is not of
course to speak poorly of Waits,
Hendrix, or Young as people or
band mates, but its no secret that
they are the lone musical entities
that define the sound of whatever
they’re playing and with whoever
they’re playing. In doing so they
profoundly shape the musical
landscape all together.
This to me is the apex of individual musicianship, to reach a
height of artistry so immense that
it forces listeners to accept the individual as more than a rock n’
roll star, but as a sound. In achieving this, Waits, Young, and Hendrix transcend their own individualities to become timeless musical
phenomena. I believe these men
in part possess the answers to the
questions that I presented at the
beginning of this article, but they
are by no means the answers’ sole
owners and proprietors. They offer the answers to the rest of us,
as they exist within their music.
Now all that we have to do is
take the time and listen.

T he

Goth
Country
Scene
is worth your time

by Justin Rogers

Grunge. Hip hop. Heavy metal. These are all genres that even
casual music fans are aware of.
I’m not here to remind you that
they exist. I’m here to introduce
you to a genre you might not even
be aware of: gothic country.
I used to hate being asked,
“What kind of music do you listen to?” since I always gave a
boring response: “All of it.” It’s
true, but it’s frustrating to hear
as a response, since it’s such a
nondescript statement. As such,
I’ve given up on this answer and
started replying with something
much more alienating: “I like
darker stuff, a lot of blues and
goth country.” Sometimes people
will dismiss this as bizarre, but
more often than not, it’s greeted
with curiosity. I’ve started realizing that about 95% of the people
I interact with have never heard
of it, and that is a low-down dirty
shame.
Goth country is a subgenre of
a subgenre; it’s a specific type of
alternative country. Alt-country
bands like Wilco or the Old 97’s
take the heartbreak and instrumentation of classic country art-

( Y e s , t h at ’ s a t h i n g )

ists and reshape the mold, mixing
in the energy of rock and roll and
the dynamics of indie rock. A goth
country band will have one slight
but incredibly important difference. Goth country removes most
of the sweetness and warmth – all
of the comfort – from country music and replaces it with darkness
and doom, hellfire and brimstone.
A lot of this darkness stems
from common lyrical themes:
twisted backwoods tales and songs
of sin and redemption (or more
frequently, lack thereof). Often the
stories of the songs follow the same
themes as writers like Flannery
O’Connor or William Faulkner.
Most of the narratives of goth
country stick to crooked men:
they drink whiskey, murder their rivals, and
lament wicked
women.
These tales
are
usually
backed
by Appalachian
instruments
like banjos,

fiddles, upright bass, etc., alongside electric instruments. The structures tend to stick to typical folk
songs, as well; you won’t find any
7/4 time signatures in a goth country band. However, the influence of
punk often creeps in at this point
in the songwriting, and bands play
their murder ballads at twice, or
four times, the speed of what Hank
Williams would.
Other influences are often the
same as those of alt-country musicians: Willie Nelson, Woody Guthrie, and the like. They also bring in
the darkness of post-punk artists,
like Joy Division or
Nick Cave, whose
bluesy ‘80s work
is some of
t h e
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first material that could be considered “goth country,” even if the
genre hadn’t existed yet.
The DIY aesthetic of punk rock
is another huge influence; they
know they’re not going to get huge
with such a niche genre, so they play
music for fun or catharsis instead
of huge profit. The scene also has
its roots in cowpunk, a genre also
known as “punk blues,” in which
bands play blues-influenced music
fast, messy, and very, very noisily.
Goth country steals this messiness
in order to sound a little off-kilter
and sometimes out of tune; the
music is designed to mirror the deranged lyrics.
Goth country didn’t start truly
coming together until the early
‘90s, when a few bands started
making their presence felt in Denver, CO. The band that kick-started the whole scene was called The
Denver Gentlemen, and included
Jeffrey-Paul Norlander, David Eugene Edwards, Jen-Yves Tola, and
Slim Cessna. The band formed in
1988 and only existed for a brief
period of time without releasing
an album. However, they earned
a massive reputation throughout
the Denver area, splintering off
into several other acts, and then
the movement started to really
pick up steam.
Edwards and Tola formed 16
Horsepower, the first band to draw
national attention to “goth Americana,” as it came to be known.
They were critically acclaimed as
something truly unique: a strange
blend of folk, goth, country, and
cabaret, with incredibly dark lyr-
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ics about a vengeful god and men
with no hope of redemption. They
enjoyed critical success for a decade before peacefully disbanding
(Edwards now plays with Wovenhand, and writes slightly less menacing lyrics).
Meanwhile, Slim Cessna
formed his own band, Slim Cessna’s Auto Club, with several other
members of the Denver scene,
including Jay Munly and Adam
Glasseye. It took them much longer to get noticed, but with the
release of Always Say Please and
Thank You in 2001, they finally
drew national attention. By this
point, Adam Glasseye had left the
band and moved to Boston, where
he formed Reverend Glasseye and
His Wooden Legs, who did not
enjoy the same level of success
as Slim Cessna’s Auto Club (or
SCAC, if you’re the kind of person who’d rather type four letters
than 19). Nevertheless, Reverend
Glasseye developed a rabid local
fan base and won WBCN’s Rock
and Roll Rumble in 2005 before
disbanding (though Glasseye has
recently reformed the band with
new members in Austin, TX).
SCAC is still going strong and
is one of the most popular and
acclaimed goth country bands
around. Jay Munly has been consistently releasing a stream of solo
albums and side projects since
the late ‘90s, which have earned
just as much praise. Other popular goth country bands include
The Handsome Family, who have
been around almost as long as 16
Horsepower; Those Poor Bastards,

possibly the only band to rival 16
Horsepower in terms of religiously
violent lyrics; and O’death, who
are one of the youngest goth country bands (though recently they’ve
abandoned the panicked darkness
of the genre for the relaxed darkness of folk).
There are two documentaries
made about the genre by people
who know the scene well because
they’re part of it. Jim White, a
solo artist whose lyrical themes
are certainly goth country, even if
his music leans more towards folk,
is the star of the film Searching
for the Wrong-eyed Jesus, directed by Andrew Douglas in 2004.
In addition to Jim White, it features The Handsome Family and
David Eugene Edwards, among
others. Seven Signs is a similar
documentary made by Col. J.D.
Wilkes, front man of Th’ Legendary Shack Shakers, a goth country
band that’s more rooted in punk
rock and rockabilly than most.
The movie focuses more on the
“weirdness” of the south than the
goth country scene in particular,
but for anyone interested in the
scene, it’s required viewing.
Though the music isn’t for everyone, it’s a genre that I’ve successfully converted two of my
friends to. They’ve seen the light
(or the darkness, I guess) and embrace this sadly neglected sound.
You should give any of these
bands a listen because, seriously,
is goth country that weird of a
thing? Well, yes, yes it is, but that’s
why it’s so delightful! Sin, and
death, and Satan forever!

Around
the

World
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by D e va n N o r m a n

Filmmakers across the world have
been creating to the sounds of
Sigur Rós. The Icelandic group
sent out a request to the artistic
community for people to show
what they see while listening to
songs from the long-awaited 2012
record Valtari. So far, fifteen films
have been released to the public
(with more to come). Through the
contest, the band hopes to gain a
better perspective into the reactions its music generates. Connecting with fans is important to band
members, although they do not
want to force a specific emotional
response. They just want to evoke
something in their listeners. Always a bit unconventional, Sigur
Rós has continuously delighted
and perplexed its audience since
the band’s formation.
Sigur Rós is made up of Jónsi
Birgisson on guitar and vocals with
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his signature falsetto, Ágúst Ævar
Gunnarsson on percussion, and
Georg Hólm on bass. They formed
the group in Reykjavík, Iceland
during the late summer of 1994.
When the band is mentioned,
sweeping instrumentals, contrast
between loud and quiet, and a
contagious sense of etherealness
come to mind. Listeners are swept
through emotional highs and lows
as the music swells and sometimes
stops entirely. For the most part,
their sound is floatingly minimalist; it sounds easy, but that is only
because to them it somehow is.
Much of the complex arranging
in their work after 1998 can be attributed to Kjartan Sveinsson, the
most recent addition on keyboards.
Sveinsson helped take their compositions to the next level, with more
complexity, since he received formal musical training. Sveinsson is

an accomplished and professionally trained composer, gaining recognition for scores he has written for
short films. His contributions made
the songs more structured than before. The band’s first success was in
Iceland. Topping Icelandic national
charts while on the Sugarcubes’ label startup Bad Taste, songs slowly
began leaking into Western and
other European consciousness.
Since before the release of their
very first album, Sigur Rós has
been attuned to verbal details and
creating meanings through titles.
Staying true to Icelandic roots, the
band, as a unit, realizes how important language and word choice are.
The first of their many album titles
was Von (“hope” in Icelandic), released in 1997.
Fans and critics were first given a hint of the band’s cleverness
when the remix version of the first

album named Von brigði (released
in 1998). Without the space in between the words, vonbrigði means
“disappointment.”
However,
when spaced apart, they take on a
new meaning: “variance on Von.”
Since a remix is a variant of an album, there couldn’t have been a
more appropriate name to choose.
Their second non-remix record,
Ágætis byrjun, when put together
means “a decent start.” Much
better than “decent,” it was critically praised. Keeping the names
of songs in Icelandic, the band was
able to remind everyone of where
they came from (as if the hauntingly beautiful melodies didn’t already
do the job).
After the release of Von, a new
term was coined to describe Jónsi’s
unique non-word noises. A sort of
gibberish scatting, vonlenska has
come to represent the syllables he
repeats throughout several songs
on each album. There is no meaning to the sounds, it seems to be
a meditation on what language
sounds like without the definitive
messages it creates. Not in any
known tongue, the appeal of his

lovely falsetto sounds is universal.
This may contribute to their accessibility across the world, as a language barrier isn’t there to alienate
listeners at all.
In 2001, Sigur Rós truly reconnected with their Icelandic roots
after international tours and success. They created a new recording
studio amidst the rocks and natural
beauty of their homeland’s landscape. The first creative project
born of the new studio was an EP
featuring a local fisherman. Never
a band to follow convention, they
asked Steindór Andersen to recite
traditional Icelandic rímur poetry. A return to cultural basics felt
natural and unforced, escaping the
realm of parody and transcending
into a tribute.
Sigur Rós isn’t the only band to
tap into the gorgeous scenery of
Iceland for inspiration. Bon Iver, a
similarly mellow band, filmed its
“Holocene” music video at an undisclosed location in the countryside. Featuring a young boy simply
strolling through the glaciers and
snow, skipping rocks and looking
at peace, the tone of the song was

perfectly captured and enhanced
by the inclusion of such a setting.
An interest with the austere Icelandic landscape is catching on in the
music scene more than ever before.
Toward the end of January in
2010, it was announced that the
band was on “an indefinite hiatus.”
However, do not fear: it ended up
just being a yearlong hiatus. Band
members were raising young families and wanted to make more time
for their children. They’re back in
action again and released Valtari,
their newest album, this past May.
Fans are still submitting Valtari
videos, so keep your eyes peeled
for the next one’s release. The band
started a tour in August to promote
their new album and is still on the
road. Sveinsson, while not out of
the band, is not joining them because he has grown tired of touring. Recently, they played a show
in their hometown and premiered
a new song there. Despite the fame
and acclaim gained through their
music, the talented men of Sigur
Rós have not forgotten where they
come from (and they artfully make
sure audiences don’t either).
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Kapow!

K-P op on the Rise
By C y n t h i a Aya l a

Ever since PSY came out with
“Gangnam Style” you just can’t
hear “hey sexy lady” without going into dance moves, and I’m
willing to bet you’re doing it right
now. That’s my point! However,
PSY was not the first k-pop star
to invade the United States; there
were other notable ones like
R a i n
and Super Jun i o r,
who
have
been having
k-pop

concerts in the United States and
around the world since 2011.
Slowly and steadily, the k-pop
wave inched over the ocean and
into Western culture. Even now, every single Big Bang concert held in
Japan, China, Korea, Malaysia and
the United States has been sold out.
Big Bang’s repertoire has become
huge, and the way they’ve marketed—as in, finally being marketed
worldwide by making deals with
companies like LG, North Face and
Samsung—has only helped them
gain the attention that they deserve. The commercials they made
with them were adorable, amazing,
and highlighted their talents by not
only using their great vocals but
also heightened their knowledge
of English, allowing them to connect better with English-speaking
nations.
That being said, even though
PSY didn’t exactly start the Korean
Wave, he had a huge part to play
in it by bridging the gap between
by creating “Gangnam Style”.
That song just makes you want to
dance and be silly, which connects
so much with the world because it’s
not only about being cool and chill,
it’s just about having fun. Well,
that’s how I interpret it. I mean, it’s
just so darn catchy.

PSY, even though he didn’t
lead the invasion, marks the point
when k-pop really started to explode across the globe. It has progressively become more and more
mainstream, which has, in fact, put
a lot of pressure on the Korean music industry as a whole.
If you ask me, ever since I really started to delve into k-pop,
I thought they were a bit silly in
some of the ways they worked
things. Take, for example, Big
Bang’s big comeback Alive. They
were gone for almost two years.
And by “gone” I mean they didn’t
release a single album, full or
mini, in those two years. However, they still existed here. In those
two years, they were pretty active, holding concerts and releasing two singles. Alive was helmed
as their big return into the k-pop
industry. With the explosion of
k-pop, this has only gotten more
intense.
B.A.P is a rookie group who
debuted in January of this year.
Since then, they have released 4
EP albums (commonly known
as “mini-albums” or “extended
plays), one repackaged album, and
seven singles. However, their third
and latest EP, Stop It, is regarded
as their big comeback album.

This boy band has never fizzled
out. Since their debut, they have
been working hard on writing
their music, learning choreography, performing and releasing album after album. They never lost
their audience, never allowed for
an opportunity for that to happen. Whereas it’s somewhat understandable to categorize Alive as Big
Bang’s comeback, in this case there
is no context to substantiate such a
claim. Other boy bands and rookie
groups have initiated comebacks
under the same circumstances as
both Big Bang and B.A.P.
The boost in k-pop interest has
also had a large effect on the number of rookie groups being formed.
My God, the list of groups set to
debut this comic year is at least at
fifty. It’s insane! And that’s not even
taking into account the ones that
have already debuted, which, by
the way, has not even made a dent
in the number. And now because of
boost, Korean entertainment labels
are pulling long time trainees (like
Tasty 2wins) and forming groups
to prevent k-pop from fizzling out

and keep them rising higher and
higher on the radar. Koreans want
to keep the demand up so that they
can bridge the boundaries between
countries by sharing their culture
and integrating other cultures in
their music. Basic principle, as
demand goes higher so must the
supply. But even I think that’s a
little extreme. Nevertheless, it does
show just how determined South
Korea is to perpetuate the interest
for their music.

For the industry itself, it also
means more. Consider the amount
of censorship in South Korea,
which monitors just how much
of the artists’ actual music can get
to the ears of the younger generation. That also limits the creative
freedom of the artists—if you create something, you want to have it
heard, seen, played, etc. But, as the
music becomes more expansive, kpop artists have to cater to more
people of vastly different cultures,
allowing the artists more creative
freedom. The hope of that, which
explains why the Korean music industry is so determined, is that the
Korean Government will become
more lax in its censorship laws and
allow both the Industry and the artists to be more creative and worry
less about the laws they could potentially break.
So in the long run, this is the
metamorphosis that has taken
place with k-pop as it becomes
more and more mainstream. Personally, as intense and ridiculous
as it sounds, I think it’s amazingly
awesome.
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MUSIC SCENE
visiting just isn ’ t enough

by Maria Spiridigliozzi
Living in London as a college student is expensive. I’m not talking
petty cash expensive; I’m talking
counting out your grocery budget
to the pence expensive. So what
are you supposed to do when
you’re in an epicenter of good music and that music costs money?
That was my dilemma this summer. Do I eat fried eggs and peppers
for the fourth day straight to go to
a show or do I splurge on that tasty
burger joint down the street?
In short, I ended up eating eggs
for most of the summer.
London is made up of 33 boroughs, with seven making up the
central, and most famous, part of
the city. The boroughs range in size,
some being as large as four square
miles and others as small as one.
But one thing that was consistent was that music was happening everywhere. Bars in the ritzy
neighborhoods had blues singers.
The trendy clubs hired famous
DJ’s to spin. The seedy rock bars
had punk kids screaming into microphones.
And then there was Camden.
Camden is where the Sex Pis-
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tols, Amy Winehouse, and Pink
Floyd all did the rock star thing.
Sex, drugs, rock ‘n’ roll, and damn
cheap clothing. Since the 1960s
it’s played host to dozens of other
famous artists. Currently it plays
host to a range of clubs, bars, and
pubs with live music every night.
The main drag, Camden High
Street, stretches on as far as the eye
can see in both directions. Near
the train stop a music venue called
the “Underworld” sits with black
and maroon doors, boasting fliers
for heavy metal bands, that would
have conservative grandmothers
calling the police.
The venues are as diverse as the
music inside them. Artists travel
from around the country to play
gigs at the Koko—one of the hottest clubs on the block and a favorite of the Clash and Madonna.
As a visitor to London for just
a summer, the music scene seemed
intimidating. Every night a new
act rolled into town, the chance to
see new artists with new sounds
dangled in front of me.
Getting over the fear of going
to a concert alone, I managed to
make my way to a few shows. The
atmosphere inside was unlike anything seen in Boston. British kids

take Skins as an inspiration; at
least, the ones who go see the Audition live do.
Everyone dressed in chic, but
grungy clothes. It looked like Emerson College threw up on the streets
of London. Instead of standing
there disinterested, or half-heartedly bopping along, the entire crowd
gathered together.
Most notably, if no one knew
the words to the songs it didn’t
matter in the slightest.
The fans cheered loudest for
the bands they didn’t know. Beer
flowed through the crowd like
water, no IDs being asked for at
the club bar. The sweaty bodies
pressed together, banging heads
and starting mosh pits. The energy
in the room alone could have powered the caged in sound board.
Visiting London for a summer
and taking a dip in their musical
pond was fascinating. Seeing a
culture so embedded in the streets
gave seeing music live a different
taste. Walking through Camden,
trying to get away from music is almost impossible.
In short, experiencing a London
club show is something every music
fan should do before they die. Get
out the bucket lists.

We Came As Romans perform at the Underworld, April 2011.
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TITUS ANDRONICUS
LOCAL BUSINESS

by Jacqueline Ziegler

Let’s get to the point and answer
the question that everyone’s been
asking: has Titus Andronicus managed to top The Monitor?
The Monitor, released in 2010,
was Titus Andronicus’ second
full-length album. Based on one of
front man Patrick Stickles’ failed
relationships (taking him from
New Jersey to Boston and back)
and interwoven with excerpts from
the writings of various Civil War
figures (read aloud by friends of
the band, including Craig Finn of
the Hold Steady, who played Abraham Lincoln), the album’s blend
of American history, personal
anguish, and good old fashioned
punk rock values put it on many
critics’ end of the year lists.
Back in August when Titus Andronicus announced that they were
releasing a new album, both loyal
listeners and music critics perked
up their ears. Local Business,
which dropped on October 23rd,
was one of the most highly anticipated releases of the year. Unfortunately, it happens to be a mixed

bag, best resembling a packet of assorted nuts where you really have
to root around the less tasty stuff to
find the kinds you like.
Local Business, at its heart,
is theoretically about simplicity
and passion, an idea exemplified

by the title. The album’s opening
three songs are an exciting and invigorating return to the free-spirited and straight-forward punk rock
found on The Airing of Grievances, their debut album. However, it’s a more stripped-down
Titus Andronicus we find on these

tracks: the band’s previous songs
often involved up to ten musicians
in the studio, which they then had
to rearrange for live performance.
Now, the band has been reduced
to its simplest elements.
The album’s first track, “Ecce
Homo”, opens with Stickles wailing “Okay I think by now we’ve
established/ Everything is inherently worthless”, a nod to the nihilistic, anguished themes of the
band’s last two albums. The song
is a rollicking, hard-driving fiveminute romp through well-traveled territory for the band. “Still
Life With Hot Deuce On Silver
Platter” and “Upon Viewing Oregon’s Landscape With The Flood
of Detritus”, the next two songs
on the album, continue in this
vein. These three songs have been
staples of the band’s live sets for
the past year or so, and it clearly
shows when compared to the rest
of the album.
It’s the fifth track, “My Eating Disorder”, where the band
falters. The track, based on Stick-
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les’s struggles with Selective Eating Disorder, is an eight-minute
saga that somehow manages to
stretch on for far longer. Titus
Andronicus are no strangers to
long-winded songs about unusual subjects: The Monitor ended
with a fifteen minute song about
breakups and changing values,
metaphorically wrapped up in the
aftermath of the first modern naval battle between ironclad ships
during the Civil War. But somehow the formula falls flat. It takes
far too long for us to reach the
climax of the song, where Stickles screams “SPIT IT OUT! SPIT
IT OUT! SPIT IT OUT!” with all
the passion, vitriol, and disdain of
his punk rock idols. If condensed
in the hands of a lesser band, the
song could be great, but coming
from Titus Andronicus, it merely
misses the mark.
“My Eating Disorder” disrupts
the flow of the album and causes
songs like “Food Fight!” and “Ti-
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tus Andronicus vs. The Absurd
Universe (3rd Round KO)” to
stumble. The band is known for its
hard-driving one-minute interstitial songs, usually either completely instrumental or with a simple,
rousing chorus. On the previous
two albums, these tracks fit right
into the overlying concept, but on
Local Business, there just isn’t anywhere for them to go.
The back half of the album is
filled with songs like “(I Am The)
Electric Man”, originally written
as a series of tweets by Stickles
after being electrocuted by his
amp during practice in November
2011, and “Tried To Quit Smoking”, the nine-minute album closer that drags its bluesy vibe out
for just a little too long and fails
to come to a satisfying climax.
On any other album by any other
band, these songs would be perfectly acceptable, but coming after
the transcendence of the last two
albums and the sheer impeccabil-

ity of Local Business’s first three
songs, they manage to drag down
the overall quality of the album.
Throughout the album, Stickles
and company dish out a healthy
dose of cynicism, driving guitars,
and biting humor. It should all
come together: Stickles has always
made a point of being as DIY and
punk rock as possible. Yet, something at the heart of the band is
missing. Have they given up on
caring so much that it has seeped
into their music? The triumphant,
us-against-the-world sound of the
past two albums has vanished, replaced with world-weary apathy.
Local Business isn’t a bad album, and fans of Titus Andronicus
will still find things to love about
it. But those expecting the next
step towards a higher plane of
punk rock perfection will be disappointed. The band has definitely
evolved stylistically from their early days, but whether or not this is a
change for the best is a matter for
the future.

Deadmau5

Album title goes here
by thaddeus bo u s k a

In the world of electronica,
house, trance, or what most people refer to as simply “techno,”
few DJs have enjoyed as much
fame and success as Joel Zimmerman, commonly known by fans
as “deadmau5.” Forbes Magazine places him as the sixth highest paid DJ in the world, pulling
in $11.5 million in the 12 months
prior to this August. Deadmau5,
a Canadian whose stage name is
pronounced “dead mouse,” has
been on the music scene since
the ‘90s, but achieved commercial success very recently with his
fourth and fifth albums, both released in 2010. His newest album,
Album Title Goes Here, was released on September 21st, 2012.
Album Title Goes Here debuted
at number 6 on the Billboard 200,
and was number 1 on their Dance/
Electronic chart.
Zimmerman collaborates often
with other artists on his songs,
and this album features several
songs where this is done successfully. The primary example is
his song “Professional Griefers”
which features My Chemical Romance’s Gerard Way. This song
sounds exactly how you’d expect
deadmau5 and MCR mashed together to sound—pretty awesome.
Way screams about boys, girls,

drugs, and violence, and deadmau5’s beats complement this
pretty perfectly. Out of the entire
album, this song is probably the
best and most original.
Other collaborators include
Cypress Hill and Imogen Heap.
Each track for which Zimmerman
works with another artist shows
his creativity and passion for
electronic music. Imogen Heap’s
featured song, “Telemiscommunications,” has a perfect blend
between her sad electric dreariness and deadmau5’s sad electric
danciness.
“Failbait” is another song that
works well. Cypress Hill and deadmau5 unite on this track to create
a song that lends itself perfectly to
being blasted out of an old Camry
as you cruise up to Taco Bell. It’s a
guilty pleasure song, at least for me.
“There Might Be Coffee” is another one of the great songs on the
album, simply because it’s classic
deadmau5.
His style—harmonic
electronic organish chords under
progressive synth stabs and catchy
flowing melodies—is most present
on this track. “There Might Be Coffee,” along with “The Veldt,” are
both beautiful to listen to. These
songs truly flow and take advantage
of multiple layers of gooey synth to
energize your dancin’ feet.

Individually, most of the songs
on the album are pretty great but
this album lacks the coherence of
form and styles that deadmau5
should be showing at this point in
his career. Individually there are
a lot of interesting things going
on here, but they seem somewhat
unrelated and thrown together
much in the style of a first-time
release rather than a seasoned industry veteran. He mostly sticks
here with what he knows, only
creatively pushing when driven to
do so through collaboration with
other artists. I’m therefore left
somewhat unenthusiastic about
this album. Album Title Goes
Here is good but it’s also really
just more of the same mixed in
with some cool guest appearances.
If anybody else had made this album, I would be quite impressed. But
this isn’t anybody else; deadmau5 has
been making genre-bending music
for years now and could certainly do
better to push his own craft than he
has in this release. I’ve poked around,
and viewing live performances of
these songs I see that he takes these
tracks to new and fun places but I
really wish I could have seen those
places on the actual album. Overall,
a good but disappointing addition to
deadmau5’s discography.
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CRYSTAL CASTLES
(III)

BY Alexandra Fileccia

The Canadian electronic duo Crystal Castles released their third studio album (III) on November 12.
They’ve scrapped their old synthesizers and completely took out
computers for this album, says
producer and band member Ethan
Kath—so what you get is a more
refined sound. (III), which was recorded mostly in Warsaw, was released under the Universal Music
Group label.
“Oppression is a theme, in general,” said vocalist Alice Glass at
the Reading Festival in Reading
England this past August. “A lot of
bad things have happened to people close to me since (II)… I didn’t
think I could lose faith in humanity any more than I already had,
but after witnessing some things,
it feels like the world is a dystopia
where victims don’t get justice and
corruption prevails.”
Just by looking at the album
cover, you can tell it has a more
serious feel to it than (I) or (II).
The photograph, taken by Spanish photographer Samuel Aranda,
depicts Fatima al-Qaws cradling
her tear-gassed son Zayed after a
demonstration in Sanaa, Yemen.
With such a powerful cover image,
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it only makes sense that the tracks
on the album are laced with hidden
political themes of oppression.
“Plague” starts out with Glass’
cyborg whisper over a steady synth.
It then uses the pounding drumbeat
to build up to a chaotic chorus of
soft screams. “Infants in infantry/
Rewrite their history/ Uproot their
colony/ You’re ripe for harvesting,” she shrieks and ends the chorus by shouting, “I am the plague.”
“Kerosene” doesn’t stand out
from the rest of the tracks on first
listen, but if you take a closer look
at the lyrics the song becomes very
chilling. “I can clean impurity/
Wash away with kerosene,” sings
Glass in a breathy burst. “I’ll protect you from all the things I’ve
seen/ And I’ll clean your wounds/
Rinse them with saline/ Kerosene.”
Her haunting vocals end on the
lyric “I’ll protect you from all the
things I’ve seen,” which becomes
more clearly audible throughout
the song.
The only track off (III) that
resembles Crystal Castles’ old
sound is “Insulin” with a playtime
of 1:47. Its start and stop choppy
style sounds almost as if your headphone jack is shaking. It has the

most distortion on the whole album, however not nearly as much
as “Fainting Spells” off of (II).
The album signs off with “Child
I Will Hurt You,” a trance-inducing track with an airy feel contrary
to what the title may imply. Glass
sings in a dreamy haze, “Mercy we
abstain/ Hope you’re entertained/
Snow covers the stain/ Forray forever.” The song transports you
into another dimension and leaves
you there to float on Glass’ melodies and reflect on the violence in
our world. The phrase “forray forever” implies that our world will
eternally be filled with attacks and
tragedy.
The album is more polished and
has a smoother flow than previous
albums. It is one cohesive work of
art rather than various experimental tracks thrown together—you
are no longer being attacked by
the video game rage of (I) and (II).
Crystal Castles have matured as
musicians producing songs with
more meaning than “Courtship
Dating” from their debut album.
(III) is more than just an album, it
is a wakeup call for society to notice more than their morning coffee
and daily commute.

Mumford and sons
Babel

by M at t K a n e

“Babel” refers to a tower in the
Bible that was supposed to reach
all the way up to Heaven. It is also
the title of the new album by British folk band Mumford and Sons.
It’s an appropriate title given the
fact that the band’s popularity has
grown exponentially over the past
couple of years. They’ve gone from
playing tiny clubs in their hometown of London to headlining
festivals around the world. Now,
the band has attempted to create
an album that sounds as massive
as the tower it’s named after. The
result is something that doesn’t
sound all that different from their
first album, Sigh No More, yet still
manages to stand out as a catchy,
well-written record.
The expression “if it ain’t broke,
don’t fix it!” applies to this album,
as Babel continues to build upon
the sound established in Sigh No
More. The majority of the songs
start out with quiet verses that consist of little more than vocals and
the strumming of guitars and banjos. These verses typically build up
to gigantic choruses like the one in
the lead single “I Will Wait” (I will
wait/I will wait for you). The band
has a knack for writing catchy mel-

odies, and listeners will find it hard
to not dance and sing along, even to
slower songs such as album closer
“Not With Haste.”
Much of Babel’s lyrical content is also the same as their first
album; most of the songs have to
do with lost love, regrets, and finding strength in bad times. Going
along with the biblical theme of
the title, the band has now incorporated Christian undertones and
imagery into their lyrics to enhance
the overall meaning of the songs.
“Whispers In The Dark,” for instance, contains possible references
to the blood of Jesus (This cup of
yours tastes holy/But a brush with
the devil can clear your mind),
though the lyrics have more to do
with a lost love. Despite these references to Christianity, this is not a
worship record by any means. The
closest that the band comes to an
actual worship song is in the penultimate track “Below My Feet”
where Mumford explicitly asks
Jesus to lead him in the right direction (I was told by Jesus that all is
well/So all must be well/Just give
me time).
The combination of folk rock
sounds and religious-themed lyrics

is a formula that’s worked well for
the band, judging from the success
of their last album. It’s easy to see
why they would stick with it. The
danger in keeping the same overall
sound for every song, however, is
that it can make for a boring and
unexciting record. Fortunately, Babel is saved from going down that
path by the voice of lead singer
Marcus Mumford. He does a fantastic job at putting emotion into
his vocals. You can hear the pain
in his voice when he mourns the
loss of a lover in “Holland Road”
(With my heart like a stone/I put up
no fight/To your callous mind/And
from your corner you rose to cut
me down). Mumford’s intense vocals would fit better in a rock band
or church choir than a folk band,
but for this album, they work.
Rather than shifting towards
something completely different,
Mumford and Sons has taken the
sound that made them famous and
expanded upon it. It would’ve been
nice to see them experiment more
with different sounds, but, overall,
Babel is a solid second album.
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P l ay l i s t
Soundtracks

By Ashley Alongi and Chaos Staff
Unfortunately, we can’t have our own lives
backed by an awesome soundtrack. Which
could be helpful. We’d know not to go down
to the basement once the creepy music set in.
But since I trust all of you to not be that person, enjoy this playlist instead.

Song:
She’s Got You High
Artist:
mumm-Ra
From:
(500) Days of Summer

Song:
Anyone else but you
Artist:
kimya dawson
From:
juno

Song:
gold
Artist:
interference
From:
once
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Song:
how it ends
Artist:
Devotchka
From:
little miss sunshine

Song:
Where is My Mind
Artist:
The pixies
From:
fight club

Song:
this time tomorrow
Artist:
the kinks
From:
the darjeeling limited

Song:
don’t you forget about me
Artist:
simple minds
From:
the breakfast club

Song:
time of my life
Artist:
bill medley and jennifer warns

From:
dirty dancing

Song:
old time rock and roll
Artist:
pete seeger
From:
risky business

Song:
twist & shout
Artist:
the beatles
From:
ferris bueller’s day off

Song:
skyfall
Artist:
adele
From:
skyfall

Song:
lose yourself
Artist:
eminem
From:
8 mile

Song:
black sheep
Artist:
metric
From:
scott pilgrim vs. the world

Song:
derezzed
Artist:
daft punk
From:
tron legacy
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